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HOT PLUG CACHE COHERENT INTERFACE METHOD AND APPARATUS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001]       This application is related to Application Serial Number _/_, , 

entitled "Hot Plug Interface Control Method and Apparatus"; filed on the same date as 

5   the present application. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002]       Advances in technology have opened up many opportunities for 

applications that go beyond the traditional ways of doing business. Electronic 

||     commerce over the Internet has become widely accepted, requiring many companies to 

either install one or more computing devices to host a web site and maintain accessible 

%0    databases or to contract with data centers to provide such services. In addition to 

performance, important functional characteristics for these computing devices include 

reliability, availability and scalability. 

[0003]       One manner by which reliability, availability and scalability of computing 

15   devices has been increased is by allowing certain peripheral components to be added 

to and removed from a running computing device without rebooting. For example, the 

PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) Hot-Plug Specification, Revision 1.1, June 

20, 2001 describes a manner by which PCI add-in cards such as, for example, networl< 

cards, ATA (Advanced Technology Attachment) controllers, SCSI (Small Computer 

20   System Interface) controllers, USB (Universal Serial Bus) controllers, and Firewire 

(a.k.a 1394) controllers may be added to and removed from a running computing 

device. However, PCI hot plug does not provide for adding and removing processors. 
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memory, and I/O hubs to and/or from a running computing device. Accordingly, 

reliability, availability, and scalability of computing devices may be further enhanced by 

supporting hot plug addition and/or hot plug removal of processors, memory, and/or I/O 

hubs. 

5    BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0004]       The invention described herein is illustrated by way of example and not by 

way of limitation in the accompanying figures. For simplicity and clarity of illustration, 

elements illustrated in the figures are not necessarily drawn to scale. For example, the 

dimensions of some elements may be exaggerated relative to other elements for clarity. 

S^iO   Further, where considered appropriate, reference numerals have been repeated among 

%d     the figures to indicate corresponding or analogous elements. 

[0005]       FIG. 1 illustrates an example computing device comprising hot plug 

5 modules. 

jy     [0006]       FIG. 2 illustrates an example processor/memory hot plug module of the 

j!f5   computing device of FIG. 1. 

[0007]        FIG. 3 illustrates an example processor hot plug module of the computing 

device of FIG. 1. 

[0008]       FIG. 4 illustrates an example memory hot plug module of the computing 

device of FIG. 1. 

20   [0009]       FIG. 5 illustrates an example I/O hot plug module of the computing device 

of FIG. 1. 

[0010]       FIG. 6 illustrates an example midplane of the computing device of FIG. 1. 

2 
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[0011]       FIG. 7 illustrates portions of an example hot plug interface assooiated with 

a communication interface of the computing device of FIG. 1. 

[0012]       FIG. 8 illustrates an example state diagram for hot plug modules and 

associated communication Interfaces of the computing device of FIG. 1. 

[0013]       Composite FIG. 9A-9H illustrates a method for hot plug addition and hot 

plug removal of hot plug modules to and from the computing device of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0014]       In the following detailed description, numerous specific details are 

described in order to provide a thorough understanding of the invention. However, the 

present invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, 

well-known methods, procedures, components and circuits have not been described in 

detail so as not to obscure the present invention. Further, example 

sizes/models/values/ranges may be given, although the present invention is not limited 

to these specific examples. 

[0015]       References in the specification to "one embodiment", "an embodimenf, 

"an example embodimenf, etc., indicate that the embodiment described may include a 

particular feature, structure, or characteristic, but every embodiment may not 

necessarily include the particular feature, structure, or characteristic. Moreover, such 

phrases are not necessarily referring to the same embodiment. Further, when a 

particular feature, structure, or characteristic is described in connection with an 

embodiment, it is submitted that it is within the knowledge of one skilled In the art to 

effect such feature, structure, or characteristic in connection with other embodiments 

whether or not explicitly described. 
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[0016]       In the following description and claims, the terms "coupled" and 

"connected," along with their derivatives, may be used. It should be understood that 

these terms are not intended as synonyms for each other. Rather, in particular 

embodiments, "connected" may be used to indicate that two or more elements are in 

5   direct physical or electrical contact with each other. "Coupled" may mean that two or 

more elements are in direct physical or electrical contact. However, "coupled" may also 

mean that two or more elements are not in direct contact with each other, but yet still 

co-operate or interact with each other. 

[0017]       Referring to FIG. 1, an example computing device 100 may comprise one 

l|o   or more hot plug modules 110 coupled to a midplane 120. The hot plug modules 110 

iy     may comprise one or more resource components such as, for example, processors, 

IJJ     memory, input/output (I/O) hubs, and/or firmware that provide the computing device 100 

"^4    with processing, storage, I/O , firmware, and/or other resources. The hot plug modules 

I:t     110 and the midplane 120 may comprise couplers 112,122 to support detachable 

'is   coupling of the hot plug modules 110 to the midplane 120. The couplers 112,122 may 

r=t ■ 
%^     comprise one or more pins, stubs, contacts, receptacles, latches, switches and/or other 

mechanisms to detachably couple power signals, data signals, control signals, interrupt 

signals and/or other signals of the hot plug modules 110 with power signals, data 

signals, control signals, interrupt signals and/or other signals of the midplane 120. 

20   [0018]       As will be explained in further detail, the hot plug modules 110 and the 

midplane 120 may support hot plug addition and hot plug removal. During hot plug 

addition, a hot plug module 110 may be coupled to the midplane 120 while the 

computing device 100 is running and the resources of the hot plug module 110 may be 

4 
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added to the running computing device 100 without rebooting the computing device 

100. During hot plug removal, a hot plug module 110 may be decoupled from the 

computing device 100 while the computing device 100 is running and the resources of 

the removed hot plug module 110 may be removed from the running computing device 

5   100 without rebooting the computing device 100. 

[0019]       Referring now to FIG. 2, an example processor/memory hot plug module 

(HPM) is shown which may be used to implement one or more hot plug modules 110 of 

the computing device 100. The example processor/memory HPM may comprise a 

node controller 210 having a hot plug interface 212. The hot plug interface 212 may 

|jo   comprise one or more communication interfaces 214 that are coupled to the coupler 

II     112. As will be explained in more detail below, the hot plug interface 212 may support 

hot plug addition and/or hot plug removal of the processor/memory HPM. The node 

controller 210 may be further coupled to one or more processors 230, memory 240, and 

firmware 250. The processors 230 may comprise memory cache 232 to cache lines of 

Hs   one or more memories 240 of the computing device 100 and may maintain coherency 

P     of the memory cache 232 via snoop transactions. The memory caches 232 may be 

implemented as a multi-level hierarchy of caches that are Internal and/or external to the 

processors 230. The memory 240 may comprise one or more memory modules 

arranged into one or more banks. The firmware 250 may store Basic Input/Output 

20   System (BIOS) routines, data, and/or other routines to Initialize or partially initialize 

components of the processor/memory HPM and to establish communication with other 

hot plug modules 110 of the computing device 100. 

" '35? 

hk 
hi 

5 
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[0020]       The processor/memory HPM may further comprise a status indicator 260 

coupled to the hot plug interface 212 of the node controller 210. The status indicator 

260 may provide an indication as to the hot plug status of the processor/memory HPM. 

For example, the status indicator 260 may comprise a display device such as for 

5   example, one or more LEDs, LCDs, etc. that may provide visual indicators and/or an 

audio device such as a speaker that may provide audible indicators. For example, the 

status indicator 260 may indicate the processor/memory HPM has successfully joined 

the computing device 100, has successfully left the computing device 100, is in the 

process of joining the computing device 100, is in the process of leaving the computing 

lb   device 100, and/or has encountered some sort of error condition. 

ffi    [0021 ]       The node controller 210 may further comprise one or more general 

Ij]     purpose input/output pins or terminals (GPlOO, GPI01) 216, 218 associate with each 

i 
M    communications interface 214. The status indicator 260 may be coupled to the GPlOO 

1^     pin 216 and the GPI01 pin 218 associated with one of the communications interfaces 

*j|5   214. Further, the status indicator 260 may provide a status indicator for the 

Jf     processor/memory HPM that is based upon the status of the GPlOO pin 216 and the 

GPI01 pin 218. 

[0022]       The processor/memory HPM may further comprise a hot removal 

mechanism 270. The hot removal mechanism 270 may comprise a switch, latch, 

20   button and/or some other mechanical mechanism that in response to being actuated 

may cause the processor/memory HPM to generate a hot removal request and a hot 

plug interrupt. For example, the hot removal mechanism 270 may comprise a button 

coupled to a GPI01 pin 218 of the node controller 210 and an interrupt line of the 

6 
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coupler 112. In response to actuation of the button, the hot removal mechanism 270 

may provide the node controller 210 with a hot plug removal request and the running 

computing device 100 with a hot plug interrupt. 

[0023]       An example processor HPM is shown in FIG. 3 which may be used to 

5   implement one or more hot plug modules 110 of the computing device 100. The 

processor HPM may be implemented in a manner similar to the processor/memory 

HPM of FIG. 2. The processor HPM generally provides the computing device 100 with 

one or more processors 230 and includes additional components to support the one or 

more processors 230 and to support hot plug of the processor HPM. For example, the 

110 processor HPM may comprise a coupler 112, a node controller 210, one or more 

111 processors 230, firmware 250, a status indicator 260, and a removal request 

Iij     mechanism 270 but may be implemented without the memory 240 shown in FIG. 2. 

i 
[0024]       An example memory HPM is shown in FIG. 4 which may be used to 

1'^     implement one or more hot plug modules 110 of the computing device 100. The 

-Js   memory HPM may be implemented in a manner similar to the processor/memory HPM 

of FIG. 2. The memory HPM generally provides the computing device 100 with memory 

240 and includes additional components to support the memory 240 and to support hot 

plug of the memory HPM. For example, the memory HPM may comprise a coupler 

112, a node controller 210, memory 240, a status indicator 260, a request removal 

20   mechanism 270, but may be implemented without the processors 230 shown in FIG. 2. 

[0025]       Referring now to FIG. 5, an example input/output (I/O) HPM is shown 

which may be used to implement one or more hot plug modules 110 of the computing 

device 100. The example I/O HPM 500 may comprise an I/O hub 510 having a hot plug 

7 
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interface 212. The hot plug interface 212 may comprise one or more communication 

interfaces 214 that are coupled to a coupler 112. The I/O hub 510 may be coupled to 

one or more I/O bridges 530 to provide access to I/O devices that utilize various 

signaling protocols. For example, the I/O HPM may include Peripheral Component 

Interconnect (PCI) bridges, a high speed Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI-X) 

bridges, InfiniBand bridges. Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) bridges. High Speed 

Interconnect (HSI) bridges. Universal Serial Bus (USB) bridges. Advanced Technology 

Attachment (ATA) bridges, Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) bridges, as well as 

interfaces to keyboards, mice and other devices. 

[0026]       The I/O hub 510 may be further coupled to firmware 250. The firmware 

250 may store Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) routines, data, and/or other routines 

to initialize or partially initialize components of the I/O HPM and to establish 

communication with other hot plug modules 110 of the computing device 100 via one or 

more communication interfaces 214 of the I/O HPM. The I/O hub 510 may be further 

coupled to a status indicator 260 and a hot removal request mechanism 270. The 

status indicator may provide an indication as to the hot plug status of the I/O HPM. The 

hot removal request mechanism 270 may generate a hot removal request and a hot 

plug interrupt in response to being actuated. 

[0027]       The I/O hub 510 may further include comprise memory cache 512 to 

cache lines of one or more memories 240 of the computing device 100. The memory 

caches 512 associated with the I/O hub 510 may be implemented as a multi-level 

hierarchy of caches that are internal and/or external to the I/O hub 510. For example, 

the memory cache 512 may store read ahead data retrieved from one or more 

8 
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memories 240 of the running computing device 100 in anticipation of future data 

requests of the I/O devices attached to the I/O bridges 530. Further, the memory cache 

512 may store data received from the I/O devices attached to the I/O bridges 530 that is 

to be later written to one or more memories 240 of the running computing device 100. 

5   To maintain coherency with the memory 240 of the running computing device 100, the 

I/O hub 510 may participate in snoop transactions of the midplane 120. 

[0028]       The example midplane 120 is shown in more detail in FIG. 6. The 

midplane 120 may comprise one or more switches 624 to control data transfers 

between hot plug modules 110 and to help maintain coherency of memory caches 232, 

|!tO   512 of the hot plug modules 110. The switches 624 may comprise one or more hot 

lij     plug interfaces 626 comprising one or more communication interfaces 628 that are 

y    coupled to the couplers 122. As will be explained in more detail below, the hot plug 

i 
"'*4    interfaces 626 and communications interfaces 628 may support hot plug addition and 

1:^     hot plug removal of hot plug modules 110. Further, each communication interface 628 

f J5   may be associated with one or more GPIO pins or terminals 630, 632. 

jj     [0029]       The midplane 120 may further comprise a hot plug monitors 634 

associated with each coupler 122. The hot plug monitor 634 may provide 

communication interfaces 628 associated with a coupler 122 a signal indicative of 

whether a hot plug module 110 is coupled to the respective coupler 122. For example, 

20   the hot plug monitor 634 may comprise a mechanical latch that may be actuated to 

secure the hot plug module 110 to the midplane 120, and that may provide a signal that 

indicates a hot plug module is present in response to being actuated. Alternatively, the 

hot plug monitor 634 may comprise a module present pin of the coupler 122 to 

9 
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generate the signal indicative of whether a hot plug module 110 is coupled to the 

coupler 122. For example, the module present pin may be physically staggered from 

other pins of the coupler 122 such that the module present pin is the last to make 

electrical contact in response to insertion of a hot plug module 110 and the first to 

become electrically detached in response to removal of a hot plug module 110. 

[0030]       The midplane 120 may further comprise an optional system management 

processor 636. The system management processor 636 may be coupled to the 

couplers 122 to monitor, access and/or control components of hot plug modules 110 

coupled to the couplers 122. The system management processor 636 may initialize 

components of hot plug modules 110 that lack processors 230 such as the memory 

HPM of FIG. 4 and the I/O HPM of FIG. 5. In an example embodiment, a serial scan 

chain and/or other communication path (not shown) couples the system management 

processor 636 to components of the hot plug modules 110 through the couplers 122 of 

the midplane 120. 

[0031 ]       The switches 624 may further comprise snoop filters 640 that track cache 

line coherency information for memory caches 232, 512 of the computing device 100. 

The snoop filters 640 may serve in part to keep snoop transactions from being 

performed at hot plug modules 110 that do not contain a copy of the subject cache line, 

thereby reducing system overhead, reducing traffic between hot plug modules 110, and 

reducing the amount of time required to perform snoop operations. To this end, the 

snoop filters 640 may comprise a controller 642, storage 644, and a valid vector 646. 

[0032]       The controllers 642 may store and update in the storage 644 tag 

addresses and coherency states for lines cached by caching agents (e.g. processors 

10 
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230, I/O hub 510) of the hot plug modules 110. The controllers 642 may further control 

routing of snoop transactions to hot plug modules 110 based upon tag addresses and 

coherency states of the storage 644, valid snooping agent information of the valid 

vector 646, and a coherency protocol. For example, the controllers 642 may utilize a 

variant of the well known MESI (Modified, Exclusive, Shared, Invalid) protocol to track 

whether a cache line is invalid, shared, or combined modified/exclusive. In an example 

embodiment, the full MESI protocol is supported at the memory caches 232,512 of the 

hot plug modules 110. Other coherency protocols may be used so long as transactions 

at all of the caching agents of the computing device 100 are consistent. 

[0033]       The controllers 642 may further store and update presence information in 

the storage 644 that is indicative of which hot plug modules 110 have a copy of a line. 

For example, the controllers 642 may track which hot plug modules 110 have a copy of 

a line of a memory 240 via an associated presence vector of the storage 644. The 

presence vector may comprise a field of bits where each bit in the field corresponds to 

a particular coupler 122 and associated hot plug module 110. 

[0034]       Instead of a presence vector, alternative embodiments are possible. For 

example, the switches 624 may collectively comprise a different snoop filter 640 for 

each coupler 122 and associated hot plug modules 110. Alternatively, the snoop filters 

640 may be implemented such that entries of the storage 644 apply to one node, other 

entries of the storage 644 apply to another node, and so on. 

[0035]       The controllers 644 may further cease to Issue snoop transactions to 

couplers 122 associated with hot plug module 110 that has been removed. For 

example, the snoop filter 640 may comprise a valid vector 646 to track which couplers 

11 
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122 have valid snooping agents coupled thereto so that the snoop filter 640 may 

provide an appropriate snoop response for lines that were cached by caching agents of 

a removed or to be removed hot plug module 110. The valid vector 646 may be 

implemented as part of the storage 644, as a portion of one or more registers, or as a 

separate register of the snoop filter 640. Further, the valid vector 646 may comprise a 

field of bits where each bit in the field corresponds to a particular coupler 122 and 

associated hot plug module 110. 

[0036]       Instead of a valid vector, alternative embodiments are possible. For 

example, the switches 624 may collectively comprise for each coupler 122 a different 

snoop filter 640 that may be enabled and disabled based upon whether a valid 

snooping agent is coupled to the associated coupler 122. Alternatively, the snoop 

filters 640 may be implemented to clear the bits of each presence vector associated 

with couplers 122 associated with hot plug modules 110 to be removed or that have 

been removed to prevent snoop transactions to such couplers 122. 

[0037]       The controllers 642 may further signal that all pending transactions 

associated with a hot plug module 110 have been completed. For example, the 

controllers 642 may issue a fencing transaction via the communication interface 628 

associated with a hot plug module 110 to be removed. The controller 642 may then 

determine that all pending transactions of the hot plug module 110 have been 

completed in response to receive a fencing transaction complete response from the hot 

plug module 110. The controller 642 may then signal the completion of the pending 

transactions by generating an interrupt. Alternatively or in addition, the controller 642 

may signal the completion of the pending transactions by updating status information 

12 
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associated with the coupler 122 and the hot plug module 110. A processor 230 of the 

computing device may later read or poll the status information to determine whether all 

transactions of the hot plug module 110 have been completed. 

[0038]       A hot plug interface 626 and its association with a communication 

interface 626 are shown in greater detail in FIG. 7. It should be appreciated that the hot 

plug interfaces 212 of the hot plug modules 110 may be implemented in a similar 

manner. The hot plug interface 626 may comprise interface logic 704, an interface 

control register 706, and GPIO conductors 708, 710 coupled to GPIO pins 630, 632. 

The hot plug interface 626 may comprise separate interface logic 704, interface control 

registers 706, and GPIO conductors 708, 710 for each communication interface 628. 

[0039]       The interface logic 704 may control the communication interface 628 to m 

hi    send and/or receive electrical signals in accordance with a communications protocol 

Utilized by other communication interfaces 628 of the running computing device 100. 

I*    Further, the interface logic 704 may cause the communication interface 628 to establish 

'is   a communication link with a communication interface 214 of a hot plug module 110 and 

p    may detect that such a communication link has been established. 

[0040]       For example, the interface logic 704 may tune a receiver of the 

communication interface 628 based upon framing packets transmitted by the 

communication interface 214, and may cause a transmitter of the communication 

20   interface 628 to transmit framing packets. The interface logic 704 may then generate a 

framing detected signal in response to determining that the communication interface 

628 has received a predetermined number (e.g. 256) of error free framing packets and 

may generate an acknowledgement detected signal in response to determining that the 

13 
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communication Interface 628 has received a predetermined number (e.g. 256) of error 

free acknowledgement packets in response to its transmitted framing packets. The 

framing detected signal and acknowledgement detected signal generally provide an 

indicate that a communication link has been successfully established between the 

5   communication interfaces 214, 628. Further, it should be appreciated that other 

manners for establishing a communication link may be utilized. 

[0041]       The interface control register 706 of the hot plug interface 626 may 

comprise a module present field 740, a module present interrupt field 742 and an 

interrupt request field 744. In response to the signal of the associated hot plug monitor 

So   634, the module present field 740 may be set to indicate a hot plug iriodule 110 present 

iij    and may be cleared to indicate a hot plug module 110 is not present. The module 

l;j    present interrupt field 742 may be set to cause a hot plug interrupt in response to a 

%u 
^■1    change in the module present field 740 and may be cleared to prevent generation of a 
«i 

hot plug interrupt in response to a change in the module present field 740. The 

fjts   interrupt request field 744 may be set to indicate and cause a hot plug interrupt and 

11     may be cleared to acknowledge and clear a hot plug interrupt. Hot plug interrupt 

request signals generated by the interrupt request fields 744 of the switches 624 may 

be coupled together in a wired-OR configuration so that an interrupt controller (not 

shown) may generate a hot plug interrupt in response to hot plug interrupt request 

20   signals received via a single interrupt request line. 

[0042]       The interface control register 706 may further comprise an interface 

enable field 746, a GPlOO enable field 748, a GPI01 enable field 750, a GPlOO state 

field 752, a GPI01 state field 754. The interface enable field 746 may be set to enable 

14 
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its associated communication interface 628 and may be cleared to disable its 

associated communication Interface 628. The GPlOO enable field 748 and the GPI01 

enable field 750 may be set to enable the GPlOO state field 752 and the GPI01 state 

field 754 to drive their respective GPIO pin 630,632. Further, the GPlOO enable field 

5   748 and the GPI01 enable field 750 may be cleared to prevent the GPlOO state field 

752 and the GPI01 state field 754 from driving their respective GPIO pin 630,632. 

[0043]       The interface control register 706 may also comprise a framing detected 

field 756, an acknowledgement detected field 758, and an framing interrupt field 760. 

In response to the framing detected signal, the framing detected field 756 may be set to 

So   indicate framing detected or may be cleared to indicate framing not detected. Similarly, 

lij    the acknowledgement detected field 758 may be set to indicate acknowledgement 

lij    detected or may be cleared to indicate acknowledgement not detected in response to 

""'^l    the acknowledgement detected signal. The framing Interrupt field 760 may be set to 

I;"    cause a hot plug interrupt in response to a change in the framing detected signal and 
si ''J 

*"te   may be cleared to prevent generation of a hot plug interrupt in response to a change in 

III    the framing detected signal. 

[0044]       The interface control register 706 may further comprise a scratch pad field 

762. The scratch pad field 762 may be programmed to track a hot plug state and/or 

other configuration information of a communication interface 628 and associated hot 

20   plug module 110. For example, the scratch pad field 762 may be programmed to track 

whether a communication interface 628 and associated hot plug module 110 are in a no 

module present state, a module present state, a busy state, a ready state, or a joined 

state. 

15 
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[0045]       The hot plug interface 626 may further comprise other registers 

associated with the communication interface 628. For example, the hot plug interface 

626 may comprise memory interleave registers 770 to allocate memory ranges to 

memory 240 of the associated hot plug modules 110, and system reset registers 772 to 

5   indicate available processors 230 of the associated hot plug modules 110. The hot 

plug interface 626 may also comprise module definition registers 776 to store a module 

identifier for the associated hot plug module 110, and remote module definition 

registers 778 to store an indication as to the type (e.g. processor/memory HPM, 

processor HPM, memory HPM, I/O HPM) of hot plug module 110 associated with the 

!fo   communication interface 628. The hot plug interface 626 may further comprise I/O map 

ty     registers 780 to allocate memory ranges to I/O resources of the associated hot plug 

y     module 110. 

S     [0046]       Referring now to FIG. 8, an example state diagram 800 illustrates 

1^    transitions between hot plug states in response to actions of the running computing 

device 100 and the hot plug modules 110. For example, the communication interfaces 

628 and associated hot plug modules 110 may be in a no module present state (state 

0), a module present state (state 1), a busy state (state 2), a ready state (state 3), and a 

joined state (state 4). The no module present state may correspond to a 

communication interface 628 that is not coupled to a hot plug module 110. The module 

20   present state may correspond to a communication interface 628 that has been coupled 

to a hot plug module 110. The busy state may correspond to a communication 

interface 628 that has established a communication link with a hot plug module 110 that 

is not yet ready to join the running computing device 100. The ready state may 

16 
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correspond to a communication interface 628 tliat has established a communications 

link with a hot plug module 110 that Is ready to join the running computing device 100. 

The joined state may correspond to a communication interface 122 that is coupled to a 

hot plug module 110 that has joined the running computing device 100. 

[0047]       Referring now to FIG. 9A-9H, a method 900 is illustrated for processing 

hot plug interrupts in order to add and/or remove hot plug modules 110 to and/or from 

the running computing device 100. A hot plug interrupt may be generated in response 

to various events. For example, in an example embodiment, the running computing 

device 100 during a startup process sets the module present intermpt fields 742 and 

the framing detected interrupt fields 760 of one of the switches 624 (the default switch). 

Accordingly, the interface control registers 706 of the default switch 624 may cause 

generation of a hot plug interrupt in response to a change in the module present field 

740 or framing detected field 760. Further, the removal request mechanism 270 of one 

of the hot plug modules 110 may generate a hot plug interrupt in response to being 

actuated. A hot plug interrupt may also be generated in response to the running 

system 100 or a hot plug module 110 setting one of the interrupt request fields 744 of 

the default switch 624. 

[0048]       Further, the running computing device 100 and hot plug modules 110 may 

perform all or a subset of the method 900 in response to executing instructions of a 

machine readable medium such as, for example, one or more read only memory 

(ROM); random access memory (RAM); magnetic disk storage media; optical storage 

media; flash memory devices; and/or electrical, optical, acoustical or other form of 

propagated signals such as, for example, carrier waves, infrared signals, digital signals. 

17 
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analog signals. Furthermore, while the method 900 illustrates operation of the running 

computing device 100 and hot plug modules 110 as a sequence of operations, the 

running computing device 100 and hot plug modules 110 may perform various 

operations in parallel or In a different order. 

5   [0049]       Referring now to FIG. 9A, the running computing device 100 in block 902 

may determine whether hot plug removal of a hot plug module 110 has been requested 

in response to receiving a hot plug interrupt. In an example embodiment, the running 

computing device 100 may determine whether hot plug removal of a hot plug module 

110 has been requested based upon the interface control registers 706 of the midplane 

KD   120. For example, the running computing device 100 may determine that hot plug 

removal of a hot plug module 110 has been requested if an interface control register 

y    706 associated with the hot plug module 110 has a scratch pad field 762 that indicates 

a joined state (state 4 of FIG. 8) and has either a set GPI01 state field 754 or a set 

p     interrupt request field 744. In an example embodiment, a set GPI01 state field 754 
tu 

^!^5   indicates receipt of a removal request signal from the removal request mechanism 270 

and a set interrupt request field 744 indicates a pending hot plug interrupt which may 

have been set by management software of the running computing device 100. 

[0050]       In response to determining that hot plug removal of a hot plug module 110 

has been requested, the running computing device 100 in block 904 (FIG. 9B) may 

20   provide an indication that a hot plug removal of the hot plug module 110 is in progress. 

The running computing device 100 may program the status indicator 260 of the hot plug 

module 110 to indicate a hot plug removal in progress by setting the GPlOO state field 

752 and the GPlOO enable field 748 of the GPlOO pin 630 that is coupled to the status 
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indicator 260. In block 906, the running computing device 100 may clear the hot plug 

interrupt for the hot plug module 110. If the hot plug interrupt was generated in 

response to a removal request mechanism 270 being actuated, the running computing 

device 100 may clear the hot plug interrupt and the removal request mechanism 270 by 

setting the GPlOO state field 752 and the GPlOO enable field 748 associated with the 

removal request mechanism 270. Further, if the hot plug interrupt was generated via 

management software, the running computing device 100 may clear the hot plug 

interrupt by clearing the interrupt request field 744 of the default switch 624. 

[0051]       The running computing device 100 in block 908 may identify resources on 

the hot plug module 110. The running computing device 100 may identify processor 

resources of the hot plug module 110 via system reset registers of the node controller 

210. Further, the running computing device 100 may identify memory resources of the 

hot plug module 110 via memory interleave registers of the node controller 210. The 

running computing device 100 may further utilize ASL (ACPI Source Language) 

methods to identify I/O resources of the hot plug module 110. 

[0052]       In block 910, the running computing device 100 may remove the identified 

memory resources of the hot plug module 110 from the running computing device 100. 

The running computing device 100 may move data from used memory locations of the 

hot plug module 110 to memory 240 and/or virtual memory of the running computing 

device 100 that will remain after the removal of the hot plug module 110. Further, the 

running computing device 100 may remove software references to the memory 240 

physically located on the hot plug module 110. 
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[0053]       The running computing device 100 in block 912 may remove the identified 

I/O resources of the hot plug module 110. The running computing device 100 may 

cause the I/O devices on or coupled to the hot plug module 110 to flush buffers and 

complete outstanding requests. Further, the running computing device 100 may cause 

the I/O hub 510 to write back modified cache lines of its associated memory cache 512 

to the running computing device 100. The running computing device 100 may also stop 

and power down the I/O devices after the I/O devices complete outstanding requests, 

flush buffers, and write back modified cache lines. 

[0054]       In block 914, the running computing device 100 may remove the identified 

processor resources of the hot plug module 110. The running computing device 100 

may remove processors 230 of the hot plug module 110 as interrupt targets and may 

remove the processors 230 from an list of active processors. Further, the running 

computing device 100 may cause the processors 230 of the hot plug module 110 to 

write back and invalidate their associated memory caches 232. The running computing 

device 100 may also cause the processors 230 to halt execution or enter a tight loop 

with interrupts disabled. 

[0055] The running computing device 100 in block 916 may update the snoop 

filters 640 of the switches 624. For example, the running computing device 100 may 

update the valid vector 646 of the snoop filters 640 to mark the hot plug module 110 

and associated communication interfaces 628 as Invalid snoop agents. By marking 

them as invalid snoop agents, the snoop filters 640 may properly respond to snoop 

requests directed to shared cache lines of the hot plug module 110 that the hot plug 

module 110 did not invalidate prior to being removed. Alternatively, the snoop filters 
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640 may update the presence vectors of the storage 644 to indicate that no cache lines 

are present on the hot plug module 110 to be removed, or disable a snoop filter 640 

dedicated to the hot plug module 110 to be removed. 

[0056]       The running computing device 100 in block 918 may wait for pending 

5   transactions associated with the hot plug module 110 to complete. For example, the 

running computing device 100 may wait an amount of time (e.g. 2 seconds) that is 

sufficient for pending transactions to complete with a reasonably high amount of 

certainty. Alternatively, the running computing device 100 may wait for the snoop filters 

640 of the switches 624 to signal completion of the pending transactions. 

{|o   [0057]       The running computing device 100 may further disable the communication 

iij    interfaces 628 of the switches 624 associated with the hot plug module 110 to be 

lii    removed (block 920). The running computing device 100 may disable the 

'''^    communication interfaces 628 by clearing the interface enable fields 746 associated 
*■ 

with the communication Interfaces 628 of the switches 624. As a result of disabling the 

:|5   communication Interfaces 628, interface logic 704 associated with the communication 

U    interfaces 628 may not receive framing packets, thus causing the associated interface 

control register 706 of the default switch 706 to generate a hot plug interrupt upon a 

change in the framing detected signal. 

[0058]       The running computing device 100 in block 930 (FIG 9A) may determine 

20   whether a hot plug module 110 is ready to join the running computing device 100. The 

running computing device 100 may determine whether a hot plug modules 110 is ready 

to join the running computing device 100 based upon the Interface control registers 706 

of the midplane 120. For example, the running computing device 100 may determine 
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that a hot plug module 110 is ready to join the running computing device 100 if an 

interface control register 706 associated with the hot plug module 110 has a set 

interrupt request field 744 and a scratch pad field 762 that indicates a ready state (state 

3 of FIG. 8). 

[0059]       In response to determining that a hot plug module 110 is ready to join the 

running computing device 100, the running computing device 100 in block 932 (FIG. 

9C) may clear the pending hot plug interrupt for the identified hot plug module 110. The 

running computing device 100 may clear the hot plug interrupt by clearing the interrupt 

request field 744 of the default switch 624. 

[0060]       The running computing device 100 in block 934 may identify processors 

230 provided by the hot plug module 110 and may add the identified processors 230 to 

a processor pool for the running computing device 100. For example, the running 

computing device 100 may identify processors 230 of the hot plug module 110 based 

upon system reset registers of the hot plug module 110, and may cause the identified 

processors 230 to be added to a pool of processors for the running computing device 

100. Further, the running computing device 100 may cause the identified processors 

230 to start execution from a predetermined entry point of the operating system of the 

running computing device 100 so that operating system may schedule execution of 

processes and/or threads on processors of the processor pool. 

[0061 ]       The running computing device 100 in block 936 may also identify memory 

240 provided by the hot plug module 110 and may add the identified memory 240 to the 

running computing device 100. For example, the running computing device 100 may 

identify memory 240 supplied by the hot plug module 110 based upon memory 
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interleave registers of the hot plug module 110. Further, the running computing device 

100 may add the identified memory 240 to a memory pool of the operating system so 

that the operating system may allocate memory from the memory pool to processes 

and/or threads of the running computing device 100. 

5   [0062]       In block 938, the running computing device 100 may further identify I/O 

devices provided by the hot plug module 110 and may add the identified I/O devices to 

the mnning computing device 100. The running computing device 100 may utilize ASL 

methods to identify I/O devices supplied by or coupled to the hot plug module 110. The 

running computing device 100 may further initiate device drivers for the identified I/O 

&   devices to make the identified I/O devices accessible to the operating system of the 

ly     running computing device 100. 

l/J    [0063]       In an example embodiment, the running computing device 100 may allow 

m 
"^J    only one hot plug module 110 at a time to proceed past the module present state (state 

if,     1 of FIG. 8) and join the running computing device 100. The running computing device 

fits   100 may maintain a global transition flag that indicates whether a hot plug addition is 

already is progress. Since the hot plug module 110 has effectively joined the running 

computing device 100, the running computing device 100 in block 940 may update the 

transition flag to indicate that no hot plug addition is in progress so that another hot plug 

module 110 may proceed the with hot plug addition. 

20   [0064]       The running computing device 100 in block 942 may program the 

switches 624 to indicate a joined state (state 4 of FIG. 8) for the hot plug module 110 

and associated communication interfaces 628. In particular, the running computing 
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device 100 may program the scratch pad fields 762 of the associated interface control 

registers 706 to indicate the joined state. 

[0065]       The running computing device 100 in block 944 may update the snoop 

filters 640 of the switches 624. For example, the running computing device 100 may 

update the valid vector 646 of the snoop filters 640 to mark the hot plug module 110 

and associated communication interfaces 628 as valid snoop agents if the hot plug 

module 110 comprises a memory cache 232, 512. By marking them as valid snoop 

agents, the snoop filters 640 may track snoop results received from the hot plug module 

110 and respond to snoop requests directed to cache lines of the hot plug module 110. 

Alternatively, the snoop filters 640 may maintain the presence vectors of the storage 

644 to indicate which cache lines are present on the hot plug module 110, or enable a 

snoop filter 640 dedicated to the hot plug module 110. 

[0066]       In block 950 (FIG. 9A), the running computing device 100 may determine 

whether a hot plug module 110 has aborted the hot plug addition process. The running 

computing device 100 may determine whether a hot plug module 110 has aborted the 

hot plug addition process based upon the interface control registers 706 of the 

midplane 120. A scratch pad field 762 with a busy state or a ready state may indicate 

that the associated hot plug module 110 is being added to the running computing 

device 100. Further, a cleared framing detected field may indicate that the associated 

hot plug module 110 is no longer communicating with the midplane 120 and a set 

GPI01 state field 754 may indicate that a removal request signal was received from a 

removal request mechanism 270 of the hot plug module 110. Accordingly, the running 

computing device 100 may determine that a hot plug module 110 has aborted hot plug 
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addition if an associated interface control register 706 has a scratch pad field 762 that 

indicates a busy state or a ready state (state 2 or state 3 of FIG. 8) and has either a set 

GPI01 state field 754 or a cleared framing detected field 756. 

[0067]       In response to determining that a hot plug module 110 has aborted hot 

plug addition, the running computing device 100 in block 952 (FIG. 9D) may disable the 

communication interfaces 628 associated with the identified hot plug module 110. The 

running computing device 100 may disable the communication interfaces 628 by 

clearing the interface enable fields 746 of the associated interface control registers 706. 

The running computing device 100 in block 954 may further program the switches 624 

to indicate a busy state (state 2 of FIG. 8) for the associated communication interfaces 

628. In particular, the running computing device 100 may program the scratch pad 

fields 762 of the associated interface control registers 706 to indicate the busy state. 

The running computing device 100 may further update the transition flag to indicate that 

no hot plug addition is in progress since the identified hot plug module 110 has aborted 

the hot plug addition process (block 956). As a result, another hot plug modules 110 

may proceed the with hot plug addition process. 

[0068]       The running computing device 100 in block 958 may clear the hot plug 

interrupt for the hot plug module and may provide an indication that the running 

computing device 100 recognized abortion of the hot plug addition. For example, the 

running computing device 100 may clear the hot plug interrupt and program the status 

indicator 260 of the hot plug module 110 to indicate that a hot plug removal of the hot 

plug module 110 is in progress by setting the GPlOO state fields 752 and the GPlOO 
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enable fields 748 associated with the status indicator 260 and the removal request 

mechanism 270. 

[0069]       In block 960 (FIG. 9A), the running computing device 100 determines 

whether a hot plug module 110 has been physically removed from the running 

computing device 100. The running computing device 100 may determine whether a 

hot plug modules 110 has been physically removed based upon the interface control 

registers 706 of the midplane 120. In particular, the running computing device 100 may 

determine that a hot plug module 110 has been physically removed if an interface 

control register 706 associated with the hot plug module 110 has a scratch pad field 

762 that indicates a module present state (state 1 of FIG. 8) and a cleared module 

present field 740. 

[0070]       In response to determining that the hot plug module 110 has been 

physically removed, the running computing device 100 in blocl< 962 (FIG. 9E) may 

program the switches 624 to indicate a no module present state (state 0 of FIG. 8) for 

the associated communication interfaces 628. To this end, the running computing 

device 100 may program the scratch pad fields 762 of the associated interface control 

registers 706 to indicate the no module present state. The running computing device 

100 may further clear the hot plug interrupt for the hot plug module 110 (block 964). 

For example, the running computing device 100 may clear the interrupt request field 

744 of the default switch 624 that is associated with the hot plug module 110. 

[0071]       In block 966 (FIG. 9A), the running computing device 100 may determine 

whether a hot plug module 110 may proceed with a hot plug addition. To this end, the 

running computing device 100 may determine to proceed with a hot plug addition in 
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response to determining that the transition flag does not indicate another hot plug 

addition in progress. 

[0072]       In response to determining not to proceed with a hot plug addition, the 

running computing device 100 may exit and stop processing the hot plug interrupt. 

5   Othenwise, the running computing device 100 may determine in block 970 whether a 

hot plug module 110 that is being removed has de-established a communication link 

with the running computing device 100. The running computing device 100 may 

determine that a leaving hot plug module 110 has no established communication if an 

interface control register 706 associated with the hot plug module 110 has a cleared 

Up   framing detected field 756, and has a scratch pad field 762 that indicates a busy state, 

iij a ready state, or a joined state (state 2,3 or 4 of FIG. 8). 
\.i 

U [0073]       In response to determining that a leaving hot plug module 110 has ceased 

""'■^ communication, the running computing device 100 in block 972 may program the 
S; 

It     switches 624 to isolate the hot plug module 110 from the running computing device 

"$5   100. The running computing device 100 may program the remote module definition 

2     registers 778 of the switches 624 to indicate that no hot plug module 110 is coupled to 

the associated coupler 122. For processor/memory HPMs and memory HPMs, the 

running computing device 100 may further program the memory interleave registers 

770 to indicate that there are no memory resources coupled to the associated coupler 

20   122. For I/O memory HPMs, the running computing device 100 may further program 

the I/O map registers 780 to indicate that there are no I/O resources coupled to the 

associated coupler 122. 
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[0074]       In block 974, the running computing device 100 may provide an indication 

that the hot plug module 110 may be physically decoupled from the midplane 120 and 

removed from the running computing device 100. The running computing device 100 

may program the status Indicator 260 of the hot plug module 110 to indicate that the hot 

plug module 110 may be physically removed from the running computing device 100 by 

(1) clearing the GPlOO state field 752 and the GPlOO enable field 748 associated with 

the GPlOO pin 630 that is coupled to the status indicator 260 and (ii) setting the GPI01 

state field 754 and the GPI01 enable field 750 associated with the GPI01 pin 632 that 

is coupled to the status indicator 260. 

[0075]       The running computing device 100 in block 976 may further program the 

switches to indicate a module present state (state 1 of FIG. 8) by programming the 

scratch pad fields 762 of the associated interface control registers 706. The running 

computing device 100 may also clear the hot plug intermpt for the hot plug module 110 

(block 978). For example, the running computing device 100 may clear the interrupt 

request field 744 of the default switch 624 that is associated with the hot plug module 

110. 

[0076]        In block 980 (FIG. 9A), the running computing device 100 may determine 

whether a hot plug module 110 that is being added has established a communication 

link with the running computing device 100. In an example embodiment, the running 

computing device 100 may determine that a joining hot plug module 110 has begun 

communication if an interface control register 706 associated with the hot plug module 

110 has a scratch pad field 762 that indicates a module present state (state 1 of FIG. 
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8), has a set framing detected field 756, and has a set acknowledgement detected field 

758. 

[0077]       In response to determining that a hot plug module 110 that is being added 

has an established communication link, the running computing device 100 in block 981 

5   (FIG. 9G) may clear the hot plug interrupt for the hot plug module 110. For example, 

the running computing device 100 may clear the interrupt request field 744 of the 

default switch 624 that is associated with the hot plug module 110. The running 

computing device 100 in block 982 may further program the switches to indicate a busy 

state (state 2 of FIG. 8) for the hot plug module 110 by programming scratch pad fields 

Wo   762 of associated interface control registers 706. In block 984, the running computing 
a 

|;t    device 100 may update the transition flag to indicate a liot plug addition in progress and 

ij    to prevent other hot plug modules 110 from initiating a hot plug addition. 

si    [0078]       In block 986, the hot plug module 110 may configure its components. For 

example, the hot plug module 110 may configure one of its processors 230 as a node 
5;; 1 

^   boot strap processor. The hot plug module 110 may further initialize its memory 240 

p    and may program its memory interface registers 772 to properly allocate address 

ranges to Its memory 240 and other memory 240 of the running computing device 100. 

The hot plug module 110 may also program its system reset registers 772 to identify the 

active processors 230 of the hot plug module 110, and may program its I/O map 

20   registers to properly allocate memory ranges to its I/O devices. 

[0079] After configuring its components, the hot plug module 110 in block 988 

may signal the running computing device 100 that it is ready to join. To this end, the 

hot plug module may program the switches 624 to indicate the ready state (state 3 of 
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FIG. 8) for the hot plug module 110 by programming the scratch fields 762 of 

associated interface control registers 706. Further, the hot plug module 110 may cause 

a hot plug interrupt to be generated by setting the associated interrupt request field 744 

of the default switch 624. 

[0080]       The running computing device 100 in block 992 (FIG. 9A) may determine 

whether a hot plug module 110 has been coupled to a previously vacant coupler 122 of 

the midplane 120. The hot plug monitor 634 may cause associated module present 

fields 740 to be set in response to a hot plug module 110 being coupled an associated 

coupler 122. Accordingly, the running computing device 100 may determine that a hot 

plug module 110 has been coupled to a vacant coupler 122 if an associated interface 

register 706 has a scratch pad 762 that indicates a no module present state (state 0 of 

FIG. 8), has a set module present field 740, and has a cleared interface enable field 

746. 

[0081]       In response to determining that a hot plug module 110 has been coupled 

to a vacant coupler 122, the running computing device 100 in block 994 (FIG. 9H) may 

program switches 624 to indicate a module present state (state 1 of FIG. 8) for the 

communication interfaces 628 associated with the hot plug module 110. To this end, 

the running computing device 100 may program the scratch pad fields 762 of 

associated interface control registers 706 to indicate the module present state. Further, 

the running computing device 100 may enable in block 996 the communication 

interfaces 628 associated with the hot plug module 110 to establish a communications 

link between the hot plug module 110 and the midplane 120. The running computing 

device 100 may enable the communication interfaces 628 by setting the associated 
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interface enable fields 746 of the switches 624. The running computing device 100 

may further clear the hot plug interrupt for the hot plug module 110 (block 997). For 

example, the running computing device 100 may clear the interrupt request field 744 of 

the default switch 624 that is associated with the hot plug module 110. 

[0082]       In response to being coupled to the midplane 120, the hot plug module 

110 in block 998 may initialize components of the hot plug module 110 and may 

perform self tests. For example, a processor 230 of the hot plug module 110 or a 

system management processor 636 may Initialize components and/or perform self tests 

while the communication interfaces 214 of the hot plug module 110 are disabled. The 

coupler 112 of the hot plug module 110 may comprise switches (not shown) that may 

isolate the hot plug module 110 from data, control, interrupt and/or other signals from 

data, control and/or other signals of the running computing device 100 in response to 

the associated communication interfaces 214 being disabled. 

[0083] In example embodiment, the hot plug module 110 may determine in block 

999 whether the hot plug module 110 passed the self test. In response to determining 

that the hot plug module 110 failed the self test, the hot plug module 110 in block 1000 

may abort the hot plug addition process. By aborting the hot plug addition process 

before enabling its communication interfaces 214, the hot plug module 110 may lessen 

the likelihood of crashing the running computing device 100 due to a malfunction of the 

hot plug module 110. 

[0084]        In response to passing the self test, the hot plug module 110 may enable 

in block 1001 its communication interfaces 214 to establish a communication link with 

communication interfaces 628 of the switches 624 and to couple signals of the hot plug 
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module 110 to signals of the running computing device 100. For example, a processor 

230 of the hot plug module 110 or a system management processor 636 of the 

midplane 120 may enable the communication interfaces 214 by setting associated 

interface enable fields 746 of the hot plug module 110. 

[0085]       In block 1002, the enabled communication interfaces 214 of the hot plug 

module 110 may establish a communication link with the communication interfaces 628 

of the midplane 120. The communication interfaces 214, 628 may initiate a framing 

process in response to being enabled. As a result of the framing process, the interface 

logic 704 associated with the communication interfaces 214, 628 may set the framing 

detected fields 756 in response to detecting a predetermined number of framing 

packets and may set the acknowledgement detected fields 758 in response to detecting 

a predetermined number of acknowledgement packets. It should be appreciated that 

the default switch 624 may generate a hot plug interrupt in response to the interface 

logic detecting a predetermined number of framing packets and setting the framing 

detected field 756 of the default switch 624. 

[0086]       While certain features of the invention have been described with 

reference to example embodiments, the description is not intended to be construed in a 

limiting sense. Various modifications of the example embodiments, as well as other 

embodiments of the invention, which are apparent to persons skilled in the art to which 

the invention pertains are deemed to lie within the spirit and scope of the invention. 
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